Patterned Pavement products are a hot applied synthetic asphalt material that bonds permanently to the surface. If you want the look of brick paving, but want it to last many years without any maintenance, then Patterned Pavement is the solution.

**Imprint** is a highly durable resin based synthetic asphalt. Colored throughout, Imprint ensures your streetscape retains its color in even the harshest traffic and weather conditions.

- Extremely durable with the authentic look and feel of pavers
- Hot applied synthetic asphalt with many colors to choose from.
- Reduce ongoing maintenance costs compared to traditional brick or concrete pavers.
- Can be applied on concrete or asphalt
- Color throughout product with seamless design
- No Water penetration and ready to drive on in 45 minutes
- Minimal traffic disruption for municipalities “get in- get out”

---

**Street print XD** is an aggregate reinforced thermoplastic that is installed directly on top of asphalt.

- Designed for high traffic crosswalks
- Faster Installation
- Minimal traffic disruption
- Skid/Slip resistant
- Smooth pedestrian friendly
- No need for a maintenance budget with XD

---

**Landsaver Environmental Installation Services**

Hydroseeding, Hydro Mulch, Pond Clear, Erosion EELs, GeoWeb, Silt & Safety Fence, TRMs, RockGuard Pipeline Mesh, Articulated Concrete Blocks Terra Tubes

*Contact Doug Evans at 1-804-399-8369 or doug@landsaver.net to schedule a Patterned Paving presentation!*